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Dropping to the Ice: When and Why?
 Goaltenders are frequently criticized by their coaches for leaving their feet and dropping in a 
butterfly or other variation. Often the criticism is too broad: “Don’t go down.” Or, “You are going 
down too much.”
 Such criticism is incomplete. Often, when the goalie drops to the ice, it is the “right move” or 
“right technique.” The problem is usually more specific than the fact that he is going down. Per-
haps he is going down too soon. Or maybe he is going down in the wrong place (too deep in the 
net).
 Goalies drop for different reasons:
• The shot is low. They drop to make the save with their stick, backed up by their pad. In these 
situations, they see the puck and execute a “reaction save.”
• They are screened. Low shots have a better chance of getting through screens. They play the 
percentage by dropping behind the screen. (Preferably close to the screen.) This way, they can 
stop shots they don’t actually see.
• To smother an in-close situation. A pass near the goal results in a scoring opportunity so 
close to the goal that the best the goalie can do is drop and fill open net and execute a “blocking 
save.”
• They lack confidence. This sometimes manifests itself in goalies who drop on everything. Too 
often. Too soon. They lack the confidence to stay up and wait to see where the puck goes, fearing 
they won’t be quick enough to wait and react successfully. So they drop, insuring that at the least, 
they fill the lower half of the net. Goalies who fall into this habit can get beat a few ways: a) play-
ers wait and shoot high; b) players wait and deke; c) players wait and pass the puck. Better play-
ers will be more patient and they will give problems to goalies who drop too soon. [Note: Older 
goalies, whose habits are better known by opponents, are particularly vulnerable here.]
• They mis-read the angle. If a goalie feels his best way to react to a shot is to spread his stance 
a little and drop in a butterfly, then that is what they should do when challenged by a shooter. One 
exception to this: when the shooter has such a bad angle that the goalie needs to simply take a 
step out and fill the entire angle. When you can fill the angle on your feet, why risk opening up 
holes above or through (five-hole) by dropping? (This is particularly the case when there is no im-
minent lateral pass option.)
 A final note on the butterfly technique and goalies who drop...and this is to coaches: don’t cling 
to memories of goalies who stayed up a lot. The game is different and has been for a while. 
Goalies have to drop. Rather than try to get them to stop, give them help on when, where and 
why to drop. Ask your goalie: Why did you go down? Could you have waited? Could you have 
gotten closer to the puck? This method will give you more credibility and hopefully provide better 
results.



Happy Birthday wishes to former Bruins goalie Ross Brooks (October 17), who now manages Providence College’s Sch-
neider Arena, and to Dwayne Roloson (October 12), the former UMass Lowell goalie who played on six different NHL teams. 
Both played at older ages, Brooks making his NHL debut at the age of 36 and Roloson playing until he was 43. Roloson was 
the last active NHL player born in the 1960’s.

Coming to Boston in March:
The 31st Annual Hockey East
Championship Tournament
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Playing Angles or "Positioning"
 The single most important thing about being a successful goalie is solid positioning. I prefer that term over "angle play" in that angle play is a part of 
overall positioning.
 While this is important to all goalies, it becomes more so as the level of play improves. Shooters get better by shooting harder, with more accuracy, 
and with quicker or disguised releases. This means that goalies will have less time to travel longer distances to fill open net. And so being in proper posi-
tion, so pucks hit you or pucks are closer to you, becomes huge.
 There are basically four components to proper positional play:
1) Centering (lining up on puck, not shooter's body, for example)
2) Depth (not being too deep in the net...and also not being out too far, which makes a goalie vulnerable if the puck is moved)
3) Squaring (one of the more subtle concepts that many goalies fail to master with precision)
4) Situational Considerations (this affects depth, knowing what is likely to happen next and establishing the proper depth accordingly).
 Goalies need to simplify movements as the puck enters the zone. Move when you have to, not necessarily with each re-position of the puck. Simple 
tracking skills/drills are a good starting point.
 On lateral movement, seek to be centered first, and then add proper depth.
 Understand the situation: who is on the ice, how do they shoot, is a shot likely, is puck movement likely, can you stay up (puck out high or off angle or 
both) or will a dropping/blocking move be next (puck in close). Where is your help (defensemen or back checker)? Even factor in WHICH defenseman. 
You have more freedom with your best defender on the ice. You may play more cautious with your worst one out there. 
 Recently, I was watching a game where a team was trying, with some success, to set up a right shot on the left wing in the offensive zone, about 20 
feet or so in front of the crease and slightly off to the left wing side. Three times the puck got to him in good positions and all three times, the player shot, 
scoring on his third attempt. It was a good shot that beat the goalie just over his right shoulder as he dropped.
 The goalie appeared to move almost exclusively laterally (to this right). He gained little depth toward the shooter. Given where the shot went, he may 
have been beaten even if he had gained a step. In speaking with the goalie after the game, I asked him if he considered attacking the puck more, to 
gain that depth. He said he was afraid of a return pass to the player on the right wing side who had made the pass. I noted that the guy who scored had 
been set up a number of times and always shot. Why, then, was the goalie worried about the possibility of a pass? The goalie then commented that most 
goalies he knows are comfortable playing at the depth he had on that play. (I don’t know that I ever worked so hard to defend myself after a play in which 
I had just given up a goal.)
 So I ask you goalie coaches out there: should a goalie in this situation see ample evidence that this is a set play and attempt to challenge a shot in 
that situation? Or am I out of date with my reasoning? I realize the larger equipment allows goalies to be comfortable back on the goal line but when 
does “situational positioning” come into play?


